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As a self confessed ‘girl geek’, when Social Media Networking came along, I couldn’t resist getting involved. However, as my time spent on the different media started to get longer and longer, I decided that I had to have a strategy for how I used it. After talking to many different people, and trial and error, I came up with the following tips to help you get the maximum results from the minimum time.




1. Decide WHY you are doing it.




If you’re social networking because Tom said ‘it’s really cool’, or Dick insisted that ‘everyone’s using it’, or because Harry suggested that ‘email and networking are dead these days. STOP! Social Networking is like any other marketing approach. If you don’t know why you’re doing it, you are probably wasting your time. Ask yourself:




	are my competitors using it?
	Do my prospects use it?
	What targets should I set?





The best reason for spending time and effort on a particular social networking site is your prospective customers hang out there. If they don’t, then neither should you.




2. Use the tools.




I often get asked how I can tweet something interesting and useful every day. Well, the truth is that I don’t. Some tools like SocialJukebox enable you to write tweets and schedule them to run when you want. So I write most of my tweets monthly in a brainstorming session, then schedule them to pop up one or two every day. I find it gets a lot easier to write lots of tweets at once. I also write them into a word document, so I can go and get some inspiration from previous tweets.




3. Schedule time to blog




It’s very easy to say to yourself ‘I’ll just have a quick look at Facebook’, then find an hour has slipped by! I go into my social media sites 2 times a day – usually first thing in the morning and at lunchtime. I’ve made this easier by setting up my Internet browser with a tab for each site and spending a MAXIMUM of 10 minutes checking what’s hot, replying to interesting people, etc. Then I close them.




4. Set up twitter list(s)




Don’t want to spend hours reading all the rubbish people think the world wants to know? I know it’s good to be human, but I personally don’t want to know about which type of coffee you picked on your way to work this morning! If you only want to read tweets from people who say interesting stuff, create a list. I have several lists: one for friends (people I actually know), one for clients, one for people I find interesting, etc.




5. Be social




Most people seem to think social media is for advertising. WRONG! Think about it. How many tweets with just an advert link do YOU click on? The trick is to ask questions, reply to other people’s questions, retweet/share other people’s posts, be helpful, etc. It isn’t called ‘social’ media for nothing.




On sites like Linkedin – join relevant groups and answer questions.  Most people get Linkedin updates once a week, so you only need to do it once a week to be on their attention list!




6. Use hashtags




What’s a hashtag I hear you ask? A hashtag is just a way of highlighting a particular keyword on social media by putting a # in front of the word e.g. #bettermanagers. This means anyone who reads your tweet and wants to read more on the same subject can just click on the hashtag. You can use your own hashtags or use other people’s.




This helps to keep focused.




7. Max your effort




If you write blogs or have articles on your website, then a quick taster message on a social networking site can get more people to read them.




8. Shorten your links




Some people don’t trust them, but if you’re limited to a small number of characters as with Twitter, you don’t want a long web address taking up all the characters you need for your message/question, etc. then getting frustrated because you can’t shorten your message! Sites like bit.ly or some of the tools mentioned will shorten the weblink to something short and dinky.




By the way, don’t always put a link into your message.




9. Check what people like




Most social networking sites have some way of checking whether people are taking any notice of what you blog. For example, with most, you can check what they reply to or retweet. On Facebook, you can check ‘insights’.




Once you know what they like – you can save time by focussing on that.




If you have any other tips to save time – please add them to the comments lists.
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Managing IT people is easy, right?




If only! Although IT has now
been with us for many years, we still have a number of misconceptions about how
to manage it effectively. You may THINK you understand what IT people need, but
you probably don’t understand as well as you could.




How many of these Myths do you
believe?




What will you do differently?




Anyone can manage IT people




We’re all familiar with IT,
after all, we all use Facebook, word and excel. You are almost certainly
familiar with email too. The problem is that IT may look simple, but it isn’t.
It’s highly complex and changes frequently. IT requires a certain kind of
person to do it well – someone who is pretty smart, pretty focussed and not
terribly interested in other parts of your business or organisation.




	IT people
respect other IT people, so their manager needs to have a good understanding
and experience of IT.





You need an IT expert to manage IT people




Well ok then, why not just
promote your best techie? Well, just because someone is a brilliant techie,
they won’t necessarily make a great manager. IT software development or support
requires different skills e.g. focus, attention to detail and concentration. A
manager needs to see the bigger picture, be empathic and know how to motivate. 




If you promote your best
techie and they don’t have the management skills, you will lose a good techie
and probably demotivate the rest of team. Not a good idea! 




So what to do? Well, IT people
are smart and learn fast, so train them!




	Select your IT
Managers carefully, and expect to train them





Techies are only motivated by money




One of the key management skills any manager needs is
to be able to motivate their team. One of the general management myths is that
the most effective way to motive is by a pay rise. Many IT staff are
contractors, so it is often assumed that they are only motivated by money.
While some are, most are primarily motivated by security and keeping their
skills up to date. When working in a fast moving technology environment, it is
vital to an IT person’s future employability that they stay up-to-date. 




	Agree a
personal technology development plan for everyone





IT people are naturally
disruptive 




We’ve all had the experience where some enthusiastic
techie guy bounds into your office and announces that all your PCs will be
upgraded to the new operating system this afternoon. Or, more probably, they
sent you an email. You are tearing your hair out because your sales figures are
due tomorrow, and you need your PC working 24/7 until then.




The probability is that no-one
told them when the critical dates and times were. IT people are often so
focussed on the technology; they forget that IT is there to do a job, so they
don’t think to ask. But did you think to tell them?




	Talk to your
IT Managers about critical times and dates 





IT Managers don’t understand the
business environment




While, I have to say, that many don’t understand the business
environment, this is often because they are relegated to the ‘techie table’. If
you involve your IT Managers in the day-to-day business level decision making,
you may be pleasantly surprised but how much they understand about how the IT
technology can be utilised to the benefit of the business. They are also pretty
smart people who are used to picking up new concepts, and will learn fast.




	Involve your
IT Managers in the business





If you need help with
recruiting, managing or developing your IT people
Email Jacqui Hogan ,  visit
our website www.cocreative.co.uk  or




Join our list to get regular leadership and management tips and advice. 
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Having started out my career
as first a building site engineer, then a software programmer, all I really
wanted was to become a manager. Managers have status. Managers get big pay
packages with company cars. I took some time off, and enrolled onto an MBA. The
MBA was intellectually stimulating and full of fascinating case studies about
how supreme managers had steered their organisations to fabulous success. So I
applied for, and got my first management job working for a large pharmaceutical
company. 




It was not a complete success.




Here are some of things I wish
I’d known before starting that first management job.




1.   Theory
isn’t the same as practice




My MBA taught me a cartload of theoretical techniques for
managing people, most of which turned out to be a load of rubbish when I tried
to implement them! It’s one of the reasons that people with MBA’s have a bad
reputation in some quarters. I think my team were really confused by all the
theory I tried out on them. One or two worked well, and I still use them today.





I learned to be a bit more sceptical and a bit more
selective about which theories I should use and I learned to discuss my ideas
with someone else in the team before trying them out. 




2.   Don’t
pretend to know more than you actually do




If you do this, the team will
smell a rat very quickly. They will also lose any respect for what you DO know
because they can never be confident that you actually know anything really. While
you your bosses clearly think highly of your potential as a manager, it is
unlikely that they will expect you to know everything immediately. Even if you
suddenly realise several weeks into the job that you don’t understand
something, don’t soldier on if help is available. Don’t feel bad about asking
questions, especially at the beginning. Nothing will sound too silly, and the
relief of knowing the correct answer will be enormous.




It’s a funny thing, but I
learned that your team will respect you more for being human and asking for
their help, than they will for lying to them about what you don’t know. 




3.   Learn
to delegate




Another mistake I made, was to
try to do everything myself. I was used to being the expert, and found it hard
to take a step back. I forgot that I was now the manager and my role was to
guide the members of my team into learning how to do things themselves. I soon
found myself working nights and weekends, because I didn’t empower my team and
delegate work to them.  




I also learned that delegation
means you have to train, inform and support your team members – not just dump
tasks on them. Think ‘trust but verify’.




4.   Not
everyone does things the way you do




One reason I didn’t delegate well is that I expected
everyone to do thing the way I would do them. Well they din’t. Sometimes they did
it differently, sometimes they did it better and sometimes worse. I learned to
focus on the outcomes and just give support to anyone who is clearly
struggling. Otherwise, leave them alone. I always hate being micro managed and,
guess what, so does everyone else.




5.   Think
like a faciliator




Although I had an excellent
team, who were well trained and experienced, I didn’t take the time to get to
know everyone’s strengths and weaknesses. I forgot that my job was to
facilitate them to deliver the goods according to their abilities. In these modern times,
where teams are increasingly made up of well-trained individuals, as a new
manager, your role is to facilitate goal achievement, not to tell the team HOW
they should do this. 




6.   The
buck stops on your desk




When I was an expert, I always
knew that my boss was there to catch any problems in the rest of team. I
somehow forgot that as a manager, I now had responsibility for the whole team.
If they didn’t get it right, it wasn’t just their responsibility, it was now mine
too. 




As a manager this means that
you have to be aware of the problems, and make sure someone takes responsibility
for resolving it. Ensure they have the necessary resources to resolve the
problem, trust them but don’t forget to follow up. A good way to do this is to
walk around your workplace and ask open questions of your team.




7.   Say
No sometimes




On the other hand, don’t feel
you have to bend over backwards in solving everyone’s problems for them. If you
do, you will soon have a desk full of ‘monkeys’ – problems your team has
delegated to you! If you are conscientious, this will probably be difficult. 




But I found that your team
will learn better if they at least try and identify some possible solutions to
the problem first. 




8.   Have
a plan – and remember to share it




I like planning. You decide on
a goal and then determine a series of steps necessary to get there. My boss usually
gave me my goal, but if not, I would ask him for one. If you’re familiar with
project management, you’ll know that the best plans have milestones. Milestones
are markers and measures of progress on your plan e.g. all outstanding
customers queries now answered within 2 days, 2 new customers on board this
month, team training plans agreed etc.




I actually did all this. But I
forgot that my team needed to contribute to the plan and understand what their
role is delivering the plan was. 




I like that think I eventually got better at managing people. At least other people tell me I did! But coming from an intensely technical role, where I was the expert, it was a complete culture change to having to manage other people. 




If you would like a free half an hour or hour with me to discuss how you could improve your communications: email Jacqui@cocreative.co.uk or text me on 07739488060 
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Inside
every organisation is a wealth of knowledge just bursting to get out and be
shared; with quite a lot of inside people’s heads. This can be fine while they
are still there, but you know how it is, someone leaves,  and their knowledge goes with them. If only
there was some way to capture it and make this knowledge shareable within the
whole organisation.




With the
advent of social media, big data and other technological and sociological
developments, it is becoming more possible to do this. Social media is
encouraging people to share more what they know. From videos of their cats,
photos of their food to really useful work based information; people are
learning to be open about sharing information widely, both inside and outside
their organisations. Here are some thoughts and suggestions to make this
beneficial to an organisation, such that information is shared more readily and
can be managed more easily.




Why should I share?




The first question to ask
is “why share knowledge at all?” After all, it takes time and there are plenty
of training courses out there. Maybe you are thinking “I worked hard to learn
what I know, why should I share it with other people?”




Here are some reasons:




	Sharing your knowledge
gives you an opportunity to review what you know and learn some new insights
	If you share with them,
other people will share back
	Sharing means people
interrupting you less and asking you the same questions over and over again
	Spreading knowledge amongst
the team creates a more pleasant working environment
	The organisation doesn’t
lose the knowledge when someone leaves
	Merging knowledge from
different people and different sources makes for more new connections, new
ideas and innovation





What to share




It’s tempting to say ‘everything’, but
this would not really be very effective in terms of being find what was
relevant to you at the time. But sharing formal documents alone will not give
you the kind of comprehensive knowledge base you need either. Here are some
additional types of information to consider sharing:




	Success stories





Stories explaining how they were successful, what they did that
made the activity successful. . Include what they found didn’t work either, as
this could prove invaluable to other people, and save them making the same
mistakes. Perhaps you could include this as an internal case study, with a
customer facing version included in your organisation’s newsletter. 




	Lost deals





While it is more satisfying to share successes, you
can often learn more from your fails. Comments about why they didn’t work are
also helpful.




	Recordings of your organisation’s key presentations
	Videoed elevator pitches by senior managers and top performers





These can be great mentoring tools for the less experienced and
less senior, if they are in the person’s ‘own words’. 




	Knowledge forums





Where people can ask questions of the more experienced people and,
most importantly, the answers become available for everyone. Consider using
these to create an organisational ‘frequently asked questions’.




	Project plans





Showing ‘work in progress’ as well as the scope and plan. Seeing
how project plans are produced and used can be a very helpful training device.




	Major customer/client information





Who’s who, contact information, website addresses etc. (Be aware of
any Data Protection issues however)




	Checklists and templates





Not just the formal organisation’s
checklists and templates, but those created by individuals too. These can be
invaluable in improving productivity.




	Training materials and feedback notes





Although
you should not substitute your knowledge base for formal training, you may find
that sharing the materials (subject to copyright) and the notes made by
attendees to clarify the training will help you get more value for it.




If you
encourage people to share these, and acknowledge those who do share, your
knowledge base will start to build itself.




How to share




Clearly, you will need to put all this
information somewhere, and the most effective way to do this is to create a ‘self-maintaining’
system of some kind. This could be an intranet, where people can either send
their content to a content manager, or add their content via a content
management system e.g. WordPress. This may create an additional, and
substantial, administration overhead. With the advent of new cloud based online
collaboration tools, much of the administration is unnecessary. 




Online collaboration tools for knowledge
sharing can:




	Allow everyone to add
content easily, without having to understand the underlying technology used.
You will need to agree who to notify, approve etc. 
	Automatically track
documents, videos and other content as you add them. Everyone will know which
is the latest content, without having to search through lots of different
folders.
	Allow everyone to comment
as soon as the content is shared. This should be encouraged, as it creates a
rich source of shared knowledge.
	Make it easier to hold and
record virtual meetings.
	Give you access to ‘virtual
whiteboards’. These enable, and most importantly record, discussions about any
problem , issue or idea. They don’t even have to be run in real time, but can
be discussions done over several days. As the content is retained, other people
can also learn from them.





This Blog
was originally written for Glasscubes Ltd, who are a UK based collaboration
tool vendor that supports a full range of cloud based options. Find out more
about how they can help you manage your knowledge base more effectively by
calling +44 (0)20 3274 2310.




For more
information about management and leadership 
Join our list to get regular leadership
and management tips and advice. 
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IT Jargon? Almost all experts in every field have their own terms to
describe what they do as a short cut to communication within their own expert
group. Unfortunately, they often assume everyone else understands these terms,
which they rarely do. No one will own up to it of course for fear of sounding
stupid. Here are some commonly used IT Jargon terms. Some you’ll know, some you
think you know and some you don’t.




The Cloud – Remote storage via the internet, or sometimes just the internet
in general. Called “the cloud” because you don’t know where your data
is physically located, it’s just out there somewhere.




Big Data – all the data in your systems, when pulled together and indexed
as if they were one e.g. like a library.




BYOD – Bring Your Own Device. When your staff bring their laptops, phones and
iPads into the office and expect to be able to use them. These are a major
source of viruses and losing confidential data. Not to mention a major headache
for your IT department, as they are rarely compatible with your in-house
systems without lots of extra work.




IOT – Internet of Things. Fancy new term for stuff we already have that
works via the Internet e.g. TVs, Alarms etc. Will become a major tool for
operating anything via the Internet.




Cookie – A small data file stored on your computer by a website, in theory to
allow it to “remember” your preferences, but in practise mostly used
to track which adverts you have seen. You can set most browsers to reject all
cookies, or to ask your permission before storing them, but this can generate
multiple error messages on some websites and is generally more hassle than it’s
worth – they are pretty harmless.




Device Driver – A small program used by the operating system to control hardware
such as a sound or video card. Often downloading the latest driver for a device
from the manufacturer’s website will improve its functionality.




Firewall – the technology that stands between you and the marauding hordes
looking to steal your data and screw up your systems with viruses.




Buffer – A temporary storage area for data, often used to “smooth
out” incoming large data streams. Several seconds’ worth of material is
stored in the buffer and then played back from there, so that if there is a
brief interruption in the stream your data download doesn’t stop.




CSS – Cascading Style Sheets) A set of HTML commands used
to control what your web pages look like e.g. fonts etc. Saves a lot of time if
you use them.




HTML – (Hypertext Mark-up Language) the system used
for creating World Wide Web pages. This is ordinary text with commands for
special effects like pictures, colour and links enclosed between < >
symbols.




Intranet – A private miniature internet which allows no or only limited access to
the internet proper, for example to allow easy sharing of confidential files
within a company or corporation.




Open Source – free software written by generous programmers who like to share.
Often pretty good and well maintained.




FTP – (File Transfer Protocol). A way of transferring files to
or from an internet server. Often how you upload webpages to
the internet.




GIGO – (Garbage In Garbage Out) A fundamental principle of
computing, that if you feed a computer bad data, you will get bad results, even
if the program is working perfectly.




If you would like a free half an hour or hour with me to discuss how you could improve your communications: email Jacqui@cocreative.co.uk or text me on 07739488060 
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When planning any important activities, projects or the future of our organisations, the historic approach has always been to set long term goals. We determine where we want to be in say, 3 or 5 years’ time, and set our plans accordingly. The problem with this approach is that the pace of change is increasing, meaning that many of these goals will become obsolete well before that timescale is reached. This is particularly true when it comes to plans utilizing new approaches and new technologies like online collaboration. This is an area where even a year may be too short a timescale.




The problem with long term goals




“Goals beyond 90 days increase the level of procrastination” USC Mind & Society Centre.




The problem with long term goals is that they encourage you to focus on how far away those goals are! They make you think about how much work and time you still have to get there. This is not very motivating and, from an action point of view – static, as they tend not to change even when it is very apparent that the point has long gone (This is especially true for long-term technology projects.)




What worked in the past will not work in the future




Trying to fit old thinking into new situations is discouraging, stressful and demotivating. And it slows you down.




Over the past 30 years, the world has changed radically, and the pace of change is increasing. Approaches that worked even 5 years ago are no longer relevant. In the world of information management, for example we now have computing everywhere, advanced analytics and cloud computing. Few organisations rely only on paper stored in a cupboard anymore. Data is everywhere, so assumptions from the past about how to manage it are obsolete.




New thinking, new methodologies and new ways of exploiting what exists now are essential components to determining what your goals should be. Because you don’t know what will be around the corner, short term goal setting allows you to think and act at the same speed as these changes.




No more multitasking




Do you have a problem with projects over-running? Is your productivity below what you think it could be? It isn’t because your team is not working hard – they probably are. If you are trying to do lots of things at once, working towards a long term vision/goal., you are suffering from the cost of context switching.




While we might like to think we are good at multitasking, we really aren’t. The reason? Context switching.




Context switching is the time lost to reacquaint yourself with the next project or task. Gerald Wineberg, in Quality Software Management: Systems Thinking calculated the waste caused by switching between projects as follows.




	Number of projects	% of time available per project 	Loss to context switching
	1	100%	0%
	2	40%	20%
	3	20%	40%
	4	10%	60%





Context switching also applies to switching between tasks, meetings and other activities, but applies particularly to any significant piece of work, like working towards a goal.




Step 1: Determine your long term direction/vision




We are surprising bad at strategy. According to a recent study by Harvard Business School, 61% of business owners fail because of poor strategy and execution.




A lot of this is down to using SMART goals. The problem with SMART goals is that they tend to be too simplistic. Because SMART goals aim to be ‘measurable’, they may define outcomes that will be irrelevant in 3 years’ time.




[image: ]



The new approach is to have a long term ‘vision’, but short-term goals.




Do you want to be the market leader in your sector? Perhaps you want to reach £1 million within the next 5 years. Whatever it is, you need to commit heart and soul to it. Don’t worry that you might change your mind in the future. It only matters that you are committed to it NOW.




Step 2: Identify one current short term goal




The great thing about taking a short-term approach is that it focusses your mind on immediate action, which tends to be more motivating, deliver more immediate results and to encourage creative thinking. If your goal turns out to be the wrong goal e.g. because the business or political environment has changed, you can change it in 90 days’ time. So your activity becomes current, agile, and dynamic. You think about how far you have come, not how far you still have to go.




You take your long-term vision and identify the strategic short-term goal that will move you in the right direction over the next 90 days. This should be something that takes you a significant and measurable way towards your long-term vision, and something you can achieve within 90 days. For example, your goal could be eliminating your negative cash flow, converting one key service to a product or successfully running a training course. This will be your primary focus for the next 90 days, so pick something that really matters.




Step 3: focus, focus, focus




This is the hard part. You will get distracted by other cool ideas, worry that you can’t achieve it or just plain distracted by life in general. It may help to have someone else rooting for you to achieve your goal e.g. a trusted colleague, a partner or a mentor.  They will keep reminding you of your goal and give you someone to talk when you are stuck or feel yourself going off track. They’ll also help you celebrate at the end of your 90 days!




If you would like a free half hour with me to discuss how you can start your 90 day challenge email Jacqui@cocreative.co.uk or text me on 07739 488060.
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Which is most important for YOU will depend on your business, your team members and what you want them to do. For example, if your team members already know each other but haven’t worked together as team before and you need them to work together on something crucial to the overall success of the business – then clear goals and objectives could be most important. On the other hand, if you have a group of inexperienced people based in different offices then strong leadership might the most important factor.




Build a great team through serious play with the OZone collaboration workshop.




Strong Leadership




Teams need strong leaders. Everything will go according to plan, won’t it? Oh no it won’t! To avoid having to fire fight when the unexpected happens, a strong Team Leader will clarify the objectives and help the individual members of the team to keep working in the same direction. A strong Team Leader provides guidance, instruction, direction, leadership to the team and monitors the quantitative and qualitative results, thus freeing the team to get on with delivering the results.




Clear Goals and objectives




It doesn’t matter whether you are implementing a new Computer system, moving office or organising an event – you need to be clear what your proposed successful outcome is from a business perspective. This should be a business benefit that is ideally measurable e.g. saving 1 hour a day on entering customer data, creating space for an additional 2 members of staff, having an uninterrupted office environment or raising your profile with 50 new potential customers.




Goals and objectives should not only be clear to you, they should be clear to everyone and agreed by everyone in the team. The team should review the goals often. Otherwise, individuals will soon impose their own ‘version’ of the goals, and before you know it, the individuals will start working towards their own goals NOT the team goals.




Respect for each others differences




One the great things about a team is that the individuals bring different skills to the team. But, perhaps you’ve had the experience where some team members didn’t complete what you expected them to do, or maybe were not quite flexible enough, so things ‘fell between the cracks’ or someone valued for their attention to detail didn’t see the wider picture. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, different people often approach tasks in different and often unexpected ways. To be effective, teams need a mix of different skills and with these come different ways of working. Be aware of this, and respect these differences. After all, someone who sees things differently from you may be able to solve a problem you can’t.
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The importance of body language




According to some sources, 55% of communication is visual, 38% is vocal and only 7% is the words you use. However true you believe this to be, there is no doubt that your body language is an extremely important part of how you communicate with your fellow team members.




Because we are so used to seeing it, it is easy to take body language for granted. However, body language provides us with important visual clues to what people are saying. From small clues like facial expressions or your stance, how tense or not your body is, to your gestures, your body language adds a great deal of meaning to your words. To get an idea of just how important this is, film your next meeting and watch it with the sound turned off. You may be surprised!




ETeams meet face-to-face less often, so there is less body language and you need to be more sensitive to written and spoken cues. This means that you have to use other means for identifying emotions and asking whether or not people are all on board.




Here are some ideas for how to communicate when body language is limited or unavailable.




When you all use visual tools




There are a number of tools available, where you are still able to see the rest of team “live”, for example a dedicated video conferencing tool or Skype video.




Although this may seem very similar to a face-to-face meeting, it has a number of challenges:




	Transmission delay, where your voice is not in sync with your body
	Lack of eye contact, as it’s often hard to look at the camera
	Background distractions





All of the above can make conversations feel remote and disjointed. Meetings will often appear to be more formal, as you need to speak in turn for the tools to work properly.




Tips:




	Pay close attention to people when they speak
	Use unambiguous body language
	Have a non-distracting background and choose a room where you won’t be interrupted
	Keep your meetings short and focussed on a single topic
	Schedule your meetings at a time that is convenient for ALL attendees





When you don’t all use visual tools




Sometimes, you will want to hold a meeting but you don’t all have access to visual tools e.g. Skype with a photo rather than video or interactive texting etc. The meeting is still “live”, so you still have verbal interaction.




This presents additional challenges:




	Lack of attention e.g. doing your emails while half listening
	Skewed involvement e.g. some people are on video some are not
	Uncertain understanding and/or agreement
	High levels of interruption as people don’t pick up on natural body language pauses





These meetings can feel quite efficient as there is often less talking, but agreement is much less certain.




Tips:




	Ask for clarification often, both for information and decisions
	Ask for comments from all attendees on all key points
	Don’t cut people off too quickly as sometimes they need to explain in more detail due to the lack of body language
	Listen, and don’t get distracted by other activities
	Actively speak in turn





Working asynchronously




For most of us, exchanging information and making decisions no longer relies on interactive contact with our teams. We send and receive information at our convenience and expect others to respond promptly. Without being able to see the whites-of-their-eyes, the reality is a little different!




The challenges:




	Most people are not good at expressing their feelings in writing
	Miscommunication – taking (or giving) offence
	Lack of a response, as a quick wave and ‘that’s fine’ would have sufficed in the office
	Lack of confidence in using the tools
	Feeling overwhelmed with irrelevant information that clouds the important stuff
	Feeling left out of the loop
	Interpreting the goals differently
	Making different assumptions
	Duplicating effort because you’re not clear about responsibilities





We are so used to expressing ourselves visually through body language, that we frequently forget that other people can’t see us! We also make a lot of assumptions about other people’s level of understanding.




Tips:




	Agree and communicate the collective goals, putting them somewhere everyone can access and refer to
	Make sure everyone is clear about who is responsible for what
	Make sure everyone knows how to use the tools
	Err on the side of over-communication rather than under-communication
	Invite specific feedback (tools such as Glasscubes have this facility built in) e.g. whether you want approval or just an acknowledgement that something has been read
	Always acknowledge communications, even if you can’t make an immediate decision, so people know you received it
	Never assume agreement – always ask for a clear answer/decision
	If a response is requested, make it prompt and make it clear (don’t waffle)
	If you get a lot of miscommunication, consider using emoticons (J) to allow you to distinguish light hearted comments from serious ones
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Poor managers mean spiralling costs, lousy performance and miserable people. Here are some examples to watch out for (and what to do about them!) Do you have any of these?




The Blood Sucker
These Managers aren’t very self-aware. They wait to be told what to do and how to do it. And, then when this doesn’t work, they moan and bellyache that it’s someone else’s fault. They have no initiative, other than finding new ways to blame someone else. They are often to be found in a highly structured organisation or one with a ‘blame’ culture. These managers are not actually managing – they are just passing instructions from above to below. This negativity will be draining the life from their team, and killing morale. Dead.




These managers need to be empowered and allowed to make mistakes. They need to learn to take (calculated) risks and responsibility for the outcomes. They need encouragement to think ahead and think positively.




Poor Pilot
These Managers don’t know what they are doing or why. They just react to each situation as it arises. These are the managers still in the office in the middle of the night and recalling their team back from their holidays because they didn’t see the increased workload coming until it plopped down on their desk. They may appear to be great problem solvers – because that’s what they spend all their time doing. What would you prefer – results or lots of problems?




These managers need to set, and agree, goals and have a plan to achieve those goals.

Headless chicken
These managers (and their teams) are also working late. But if you ask them what they’re doing, they’ll say something like ‘I’ve got so many things to do and I can’t trust anyone else to do it’. These managers don’t know the difference between ‘urgent’ and ‘important’, so end up trying to do everything. They often don’t have courage or wit to ask or challenge what they’ve been asked to do. This often means they are poor delegators, as they won’t know what can be delegated.




They need to learn how to prioritize and understand what is important, and what can be left. Time management and assertiveness training may help.

Ghengis Khan
These are the managers prowling the office looking for mistakes by their staff. If their team is successful – they’ll be sure to take the credit. If they make mistakes – they’ll keep them hidden. They are competitive and completely focussed on themselves. They don’t care what the organisations objectives are, as long as THEY get what THEY want. You will see these managers everywhere, but particularly in sales. These managers often have a high turnover of skilled staff.




They need to understand that other people need THEIR needs met too or they will go elsewhere.




They need to know that good negotiating skills mean giving as well as taking, and that decisions are more likely to stick if both parties got benefits.




Motor Mouth
Communication is mostly about listening. These managers don’t get this, and assume that everyone thinks like they do so will act like they do. They are constantly surprised by what other people do. They may be inveterate attention seekers too. Although they often appear to be great communicators, if you look closely, they will be all surface and no substance. The probably have little idea what the organisation actually does, or know enough about their staff to motivate or develop them.




They need to spend time walking in other people’s shoes. In other words, they need to listen more.




Man (or woman) alone
These managers work very hard because, like the headless chicken, they are doing most of the work themselves. However, although these managers do know the priorities – they are afraid to make a mistake and don’t know how to share responsibility and actions. These are the managers who are still doing their technical role long after they became the manager.




They need to talk through the priorities with the rest of the team and their bosses. They need to trust people more and respect their skills.




The Luddite
If these managers were in charge, we’d still be living in caves. They will be saying things like ‘we always do it this way’, when patently it no longer works. Sadly, they don’t see the point of improvement or change for the better. They will be the managers still using the internal paper process after the whole company has switched to an electronic system. They don’t learn from mistakes and don’t strive to improve what they do.




They need to learn that just because something worked fine 10 years ago, may not work for a similar situation now. They also need to recognise that we are learning new things all the time, and that this brings improvements and can make life more interesting, productive and more fun.




Tell me more information about management skills or call Jacqui Hogan on 01494 680997.
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A good mentor can be invaluable in helping you to succeed – in business, in your career or to solve a particular problem. However, many people find themselves mentors who do not have training or experience in mentoring.




I was at a mentoring event recently (I was the expert on the panel), and two different people came to me and asked the same question ‘how can I get more value from my mentor?’ Having given them both the same advice, I thought other people would also find it useful.




Not everyone can mentor




Just because someone is very senior or has been successful doesn’t mean they will be any good as a mentor. Mentoring requires a special blend of good coaching skills, empathy and relevant experience. A good mentoring relation requires mutual respect, good listening skills and the ability to gently challenge you. Without these, mentoring can be a discouraging experience.




Tip – if the rapport isn’t there, it probably won’t work well as a mentoring relationship. Don’t wait – find a new mentor quickly.




Be prepared to mentor your mentor




The challenge is to find a way to help your mentor become a better mentor! This may sound perverse, but most mentors have no training or, indeed, any clear idea on how to be a good mentor. Many senior people are very good at giving you ‘advice’. While this may be helpful, it usually doesn’t help you to apply it you to your particular situation.




Tip – be prepared to lead them through the process 




Communicate your objectives




Mentoring works best if you agree goals with your mentor at the start. You can help them help you, by identifying what you want to achieve, and how you think they might be able to help you achieve them. For example, do you want them to help you?




	Build your confidence
	Gain a new skill
	Move up the career ladder
	Think through your career/business options
	Get an outside/different perspective on a difficult  business problem
	Get help to grow or consolidate your business
	Get some different business/career options





Tip – tell them what you would like to achieve from your mentoring relationship




Set expectations




If they are not trained mentors, they may have a different expectation on how they can work with you. This may seem daunting, but will save misunderstandings later.




Agree:




	How often, how long and where you will meet
	Everything you discuss is strictly confidential on both sides, unless otherwise agreed by you both
	What they can and can’t help you with
	How to communicate between mentoring sessions





Tip – agree expectations at your first meeting. The longer you wait, the harder it gets to do.




Find out about them




This may seem obvious, but is often forgotten. Don’t be afraid of looking them up on LinkedIn or their company website, or ask about their experience as a mentor. They will respect you for asking, and it shows you are serious.




Tip – look them up fist, and then ask them about something relevant that interests you about their experience at your first meeting.




For more help with mentoring: email Jacqui@cocreative.co.uk or text Jacqui Hogan on 07739488060.
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